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Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energyinterationsPhilippe Brax1, Clare Burrage2, Anne-Christine Davis3,David Seery3 and Amanda Weltman3;4;51 Institut de Physique Th�eorique, CEA, IPhT, CNRS, URA2306, F-91191Gif-sur-Yvette �edex, Frane2 Theory Group, Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, D-22603, Hamburg,Germany3 Department of Applied Mathematis and Theoretial Physis,Centre for Mathematial Sienes, University of Cambridge, Wilberfore Road,Cambridge, CB3 0WA, United Kingdom4 Department of Mathematis and Applied Mathematis, University of Cape Town,Private Bag, Rondebosh, South Afria, 77005 Centre for Theoretial Cosmology FellowE-mail: philippe.brax�ea.fr, lare.burrage�desy.de,A.C.Davis�damtp.am.a.uk, djs61�am.a.uk, amanda.weltman�ut.a.zaAbstrat. We study Higgs prodution under the inuene of a light, salar darkenergy �eld with hameleon-like ouplings to matter. Our analysis is relevant forhadron olliders, suh as the Large Hadron Collider, whih are expeted to manufatureHiggs partiles through weak boson fusion, or assoiated prodution with a Z or W�.We show that the orretions arising in these models are too small to be observed.This result an be attributed to the gauge invariane of the low energy Lagrangian.As a by-produt of our analysis, we provide the �rst mirophysial realization of adark energy model oupled to the eletromagneti �eld strength. In models wheredark energy ouples to all matter speies in a uniform manner we are able to give anew, stringent bound on its oupling strength.Keywords: Dark energy theory, Weak interations beyond the Standard Model,Cosmology of theories beyond the Standard Model
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Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 21. IntrodutionWe now have ompelling evidene that the rate of osmologial expansion is aelerating,requiring the universe to be dominated by a form of matter, known as `dark energy,'haraterized by the equation of state p � ��. This dark energy ould be a osmologialonstant unnaturally tuned at the level of 1 part in 10123 [1℄. Alternatively, it maybe assoiated with the potential energy of a salar �eld [2, 3, 4, 5℄. Unravelling themirophysis of dark energy is the outstanding puzzle of ontemporary osmology, butprogress may be possible. For example, if a salar �eld is the agent of aelerationthen its mirostates ould modify the properties of astrophysial objets, or thephenomenology observed at a partile ollider. Failure to observe suh e�ets rulesout large regions of parameter spae [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄.In a lassial approximation, salar �eld models are experimentally aeptableprovided their mass is determined by a `hameleon' mehanism [11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄.This makes the �eld heavy in a dense environment, but light in vauum. A hameleonmehanism makes it mandatory for the salar �eld to interat with onventional matter.Therefore, although it is not known whether mirophysial, quantum realizations of thehameleon senario exist, an unambiguous predition emerges if they do: new, lightsalar quanta must be present in the beam pipe of any partile aelerator. In thispaper, we study the onsequenes of suh quanta at a hadron ollider, suh as the LargeHadron Collider (LHC) or the Tevatron, fousing on the proess of Higgs prodution,whih is a key target at both failities. Our results apply for any light salars with therequisite hameleon-like ouplings, whatever their origin.We disuss these theories in the framework of quantum mehanis. This isimportant, beause the osmologial onstant problem|whih is the motivation forsalar �eld senarios of dark energy|exists only after quantum e�ets have been takeninto aount. There is no pro�t in replaing the osmologial onstant with anothertheory whih is lassially aeptable, but unnatural one quantum orretions areinluded.The models whih furnish hameleon-like salar partiles at low energy are e�etivetheories, valid below some energy sale M . In Ref. [16℄, orretions to eletroweakpreision observables from partiles with hameleoni or axioni ouplings were analysed,without making a ommitment to any spei� hoie of physis at energies above M .For proesses involving fermions and SU(2) � U(1) gauge bosons, it was shown thatlarge e�ets ould always be absorbed into renormalizations of the Fermi onstant, GF ,and the gauge boson masses. When Higgs proesses are inluded it is no longer learthat large e�ets an be hidden in this way. Therefore, in priniple, Higgs produtionould funtion as a diagnosti of dark energy physis.The details of Higgs prodution depend on whih ouplings our in the theory.To ahieve a suessful hameleon phenomenology, in whih unwanted �fth foresmediated by dark energy are suppressed, we assume onformal ouplings to matter.yy This is not the only possibility whih an lead to a suessful hameleon phenomenology, but it is the



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 3This has impliations for interations with the gauge boson kineti terms, whih a�ordan important means of detetion in ollider experiments. (This will be desribed inmore detail in x4 below.) The Standard Model gauge bosons have onformally invariantkineti terms, whih develop no ouplings to a salar �eld of this type. In this paper weshow that violations of onformal symmetry, arising from ouplings to matter speies,an be ommuniated to the kineti term by quantum orretions. Therefore, a ouplingis generated at energies below M via loops of harged heavy partiles.What sale, M , should be assoiated with these new degrees of freedom? Aonservative hoie would be the GUT sale, M � 1016 GeV, whih may be onnetedwith an early inationary stage, or a seesaw explanation of neutrino mass [17, 18, 19℄. Ifso, heavy neutrinos of mass M might exist but would be sterile, having no SU(2)�U(1)quantum numbers. Alternatively, if supersymmetry is realized in nature then M ouldbe assoiated with the sale at whih it is spontaneously broken, perhaps of order 1{10TeV. In any supersymmetri ompletion of the Standard Model there exist fermionipartners of , W�, Z and the Higgs, known as gauginos and Higgsinos, for a reviewsee [20℄ and referenes therein. The mass eigenstates of these partiles (\harginos")would naturally be of order M . In this artile we remain agnosti about the nature ofwhatever partiles irulate within loops. We give our alulation in a form whih an bespeialized immediately to the minimal supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), butour onlusions are general and do not depend on the details of a spei� implementation.In any ase, the alulation we desribe an be adapted easily to any heavy partilearrying the requisite quantum numbers.The outline of this paper is as follows. In x2 we introdue our model and showthat a oupling between gauge bosons and dark energy is generated at low energy byintegrating out heavy partiles. In x3 we briey review Higgs prodution at a hadronollider, emphasizing the role of verties between the eletroweak gauge bosons andthe Higgs. We show that oblique orretions an modify Higgs prodution in partileolliders, and in x4 we ompute these for the low energy theory written down in x2. Weshow that the e�etive Lagrangian inludes new ontat interations between the gaugebosons and the Higgs. At sales smaller than 1=M these ontat interations resolveinto heavy partile loops. We ompute the orretion to Higgs prodution from bothe�ets. We onlude in x5.Throughout this paper, we adopt units in whih  = ~ = 1. We set the reduedPlank mass, MP � (8�G)�1=2, to unity. Our metri onvention is (�;+;+;+).2. A low-energy theory of gauge bosons and salarsKhoury & Weltman [12, 11℄ suggested that a salar �eld, �, might evade detetionand yet remain light in vauum if it oupled to eah matter speies, labelled i,y via aeasiest to motivate from possible ultraviolet ompletions of the Standard Model, suh as string theory.y If the dark energy ouples through a speies-independent onformal resaling of the metri, then thestrength of the oupling to eah matter speies is the same. For phenomenologial purposes, however,



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 4onformally resaled metri,gab ! giab = fi(�i�)gab: (1)In this formula, gab is the spaetime metri, and �i � 1=Mi is a oupling sale. Theonformal funtions fi must be hosen to realise a suessful hameleon mehanism.Certain lassial realizations of this idea have been onstruted, but it is not knownwhether quantum realizations exist, or what ondition the fi must satisfy one quantumorretions are taken into aount. In what follows we will neglet the index i forsimpliity, but it is not neessary to assume that the dark energy �eld ouples with thesame strength to all matter �elds.We work in the Einstein frame, in whih the gravitational part of the ation isthat of general relativity and the salar �eld � appears only in the ation for the matter�elds. If the salar �eld ouples onformally with a universal strength, then an equivalentdesription an be obtained by transforming to the Jordan frame where all e�ets ofthe salar �elds are moved to the gravitational setor. We hoose the Einstein frameto simplify the alulations that follow, but all physial observables are independent ofthe hoie of frame.The kineti terms of spin-1 partiles are onformally invariant, and are left inertunder the substitution gab ! giab in Eq. (1). However, partile physis is not onformal;any oupling to other matter speies will generially break this invariane. If so,quantum orretions will ause the kineti terms to depend on giab. Suh interationsould potentially explain variation in the �ne struture onstant, � [21, 22, 23℄,and would lead to strong laboratory [24, 25, 26, 27℄ and astrophysial onstraints[28, 29, 30, 31, 32℄. Certain astronomial observations may be explained by inludingosmologially light salars whih ouple in this manner [33℄. In this setion we omputethese threshold orretions, leading to an e�etive theory whih desribes the interationof gauge bosons and the dark energy �eld at low energy.2.1. Axion-like ouplings from heavy partile loopszThe neessary orretions are depited in Fig. 1, in whih a heavy fermioni partileirulates in the loop. Fermions ouple to the metri (1) via a vielbein, e�a , whih satis�esgab = ���e�(ae�b): (2)There is an inverse vielbein, ea�, satisfying e�aea� = Æ�� and e�aeb� = Æab . The indies�, �, . . . transform under a rigid Lorentz symmetry and an be oupled to Dira -matries. The ation for a Dira fermion, �, with large mass M ,x an be writtenL = p�gf 2(��)����(�ea�Da +M)�	 ; (3)one may wish to relax this restrition. In the remainder of this paper we allow the matter ouplings tobe distint, but frequently return to the minimal senario where all oupling strengths are the same.z We would like to thank D. Shaw for very helpful disussions while preparing the text of this setion.x Note that M is unrelated to the hameleon mass sale, M , disussed in the Introdution (x1). In theremainder of this paper, M always refers to a heavy fermion mass and never to the hameleon sale.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 5k + qk k + q + rAb(p)
Aa(q) Æ�(r)(a) k k + qk + q + rAb(p)

Aa(q) Æ�(r)(b)Figure 1. Diagrams ontributing to the leading interation between dark energyand the eletroweak gauge bosons, whih determine an e�etive operator ating onAa(q)Ab(p)�(r). Note that the momentum arried by � is taken to ow into thediagram. Double lines represent a speies of heavy fermion harged under SU(2)�U(1).where Da is a gauge-ovariant derivative and �� � �y0 is the spinor onjugate to �. Wesuppose that � transforms under an Abelian symmetry with gauge oupling onstant e,so that Da � �a + 18��!��a � ieAa; (4)where �� = [�; �℄. Note that the spin onnexion, !��a , transforms non-trivially underonformal resalings. The alulation will be generalized to non-Abelian symmetriesbelow Eq. (7). We take the dark energy salar to have a spatially-independent vauumexpetation value h�i = ��, around whih we quantize small utuations Æ�. (For thisreason our alulation annot be applied to very large spaetime volumes in whih �may develop appreiable gradients.) After resaling the fermion �elds to have anonialkineti terms at leading order, the interation between � and these utuations an bewritten Le� � �12p�g �f�1=2 �f 0�M(���)Æ�; (5)where �f � f(� ��) and a prime 0 denotes the derivative of a funtion with respet to itsargument. Conformal invariane is broken by the fermion mass, M . Like the mass ofany anonial �eld,M transforms under onformal transformations likeM ! �f�1=2 �f 0M .If all energy sales ran in the same way with the vauum expetation value of the salar�eld then the e�ets of this oupling would never be observable, but this is not the ase.Both the Plank sale, MP , and the sale ontrolling the strength of the salar ouplingto matter, �, are unhanged by variations in the salar �eld.In eah diagram of Fig. 1, operators Aa(q), Ab(q) and Æ�(r) are inserted on theexternal legs, with all momenta owing inwards. Fig. 1(b) depits the \rossed" diagram,whih orresponds to reversing the sense of momentum ow in the fermion loop. Itan be obtained from Fig. 1(a) by the simultaneous replaements p $ q and a $ b.Aounting for both diagrams we �nd that the orrelation funtion hAa(q)Ab(p)Æ�(r)ian be writtenhAa(q)Ab(p)Æ�(r)i = �(2�)4Æ(p+ q + r) �f 3=2 �f 02 e2�M � Æ�(r) � Aa(q)Ab(p)�Z d4k(2�)4 tr�a �i(=k + =q) +M(k + q)2 +M2 � i� �i(=k � =p) +M(k � p)2 +M2 � i�b �i=k +Mk2 +M2 � i��



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 6+ � p$ qa$ b �; (6)where `tr' denotes a trae over Dira indies.The k integral is divergent, and suh integrals are not guaranteed to be invariantunder the rigid shift ka ! ka + aa. In the absene of a shift symmetry, the integral andepend on the labeling of momenta within the loop. We apply dimensional regularizationto maintain gauge invariane, after whih it an be heked that the result is insensitiveto the routing of momentum through the diagram. Eq. (6) also ontains a potentiallygauge-violating zero derivative term, whih would be proportional to Æ�AaAa in realspae. This term vanishes when the k integral is evaluated using any gauge-invariantregulator. Disarding terms whih are proportional to the equations of motion, we �ndthat Eq. (6) an be reprodued from an e�etive Lagrangian of the formLe� � e23(4�)2� �f 3=2 �f 0 � Æ�F abFab +O(�4); (7)where O(�4) denotes terms ontaining four or more derivatives. Eq. (7) applies for eahspeies of heavy fermion in the theory. If there are many suh fermions, eah ontributeswith its own � and f . If e, �f and �f 0 are of order unity for all speies, the oupling willbe dominated by the fermion with largest �. Similar ouplings would be indued bysalar partiles, suh as heavy sleptons.The physial e�et of the oupling in Eq. (7) ould also be understood in theJordan frame. There, one would typially neglet the e�et of dark energy beause ofits tiny oupling, of order M�1P . In the model we are onsidering, this neglet would beunjusti�ed. The salar �eld is more strongly oupled, and its e�ets would be manifestin the urvature of spaetime aused by partiles partiipating in an interation. Theurvature sale would be assoiated with energiesM �MP, whih would be larger thanthat typially assoiated with gravitational phenomena.In this alulation, the gauge �eld Aa was taken to be Abelian. However, it is learthat the same alulation generalizes immediately to non-Abelian �elds for whih theheavy fermion, �, transforms in the fundamental representation. Consider any gaugegroup with generators t�, so that Aa = A�a t�. The t� may be normalized to satisfyTr(t�t�) = 1Æ��; (8)for an arbitrary onstant 1, given that `Tr' denotes a trae over indies in the gaugegroup. Eq. (7) therefore applies equally in a non-Abelian theory after the substitutionF abFab ! TrF abFab.2.2. Constraints on Chameleon ouplingsEq. (7) will be aompanied by more ompliated orretions whih ouple TrF abFabto all powers of Æ�. Resumming this expansion, we generate a oupling of the formB(��) TrF abFab for some funtion B and oupling sale �.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 7Eq. (7) shows that, in a onformally-oupled theory, although ontat interationsinvolving TrF abFab do not arise in the ultra-violet, they will inevitably be generatedafter passing the mass threshold of any matter speies whih ouples both to � and thegauge �eld. Therefore, laboratory and astrophysial bounds annot be evaded merely bytaking the Æ� �TrF abFab interation to be absent, although their interpretation beomesmodel dependent. We believe this to be the �rst mirophysial derivation of the ouplingin Eq. (7).Under ertain irumstanes it is possible to translate the stringent bounds obtainedfrom eletromagneti probes, disussed above, into bounds on the matter oupling.Eq. (7) shows that the e�etive eletromagneti oupling an be written� � e23(4�)2� �f 3=2 �f 0: (9)For � �� . 1 and gauge oupling e � 0:5, whih is appropriate for the SU(2) and U(1)ouplings of the Standard Model, we �nd� � 10�3�: (10)Therefore, onstraints on � an be translated to limits on the matter oupling,�. Unfortunately this onstraint is highly model-dependent, and an be weakenedarbitrarily by dereasing the gauge oupling e. Strong onstraints are obtained onlywhen e an be determined by other means.In a minimal model, the dark energy ouples to matter with a uniform strength �,irrespetive of speies. This oupling is subjet to only mild restritions, depending onthe preise self-interation potential whih is hosen for the hameleon �eld. Even wheresuh restritions exist, they typially require � to be no smaller than the ordinary saleof nulear physis, � . (1 GeV)�1 [15℄. On the other hand, the strongest bound on �follows from astrophysial tests, whih yield � . (109 GeV)�1 [31℄. In these minimalmodels, it follows that there is a new, stronger bound on the matter oupling,k� . 1106 GeV ' 1013MP : (11)3. Higgs prodution3.1. Prodution at partile ollidersBelow the eletroweak symmetry breaking sale of order 1 TeV, interations of thelightest neutral Higgs, h, with the Z boson are desribed by ubi and quarti ouplings[34℄, LZZh = Z d4x ZaZa np21=2GFM2Zh+p2GFM2Zh2o ; (12)The Z mass isMZ ' 91:2 GeV and the Fermi onstant, GF , is measured experimentallyto be GF ' 1:17 � 10�5 GeV�2 [35℄. Eq. (12) is numerially orret for a minimalk Consisteny with our assumptions requires � �� . 1, orresponding to �� .MP=1010, whih should beeasily satis�ed for the hameleon �eld in all relevant bakgrounds.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 8tt t
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()Figure 2. Higgs prodution hannels relevant for LEP, the LHC and the Tevatron.In (a), gluon{gluon fusion is the dominant soure of Higgs partiles at a hadron ollider,suh as the LHC, but the deay produts of the �nal Higgs are diÆult to distinguishfrom the bakground. Sine the Higgs ouples to partiles in proportion to their mass,the dominant diagram has a top quark irulating in the loop. In (b), weak bosonfusion is the next-to-leading proess at a hadron ollider. A q�q pair undergoes thesplitting q�q ! q�qV �V , where q is a generi quark speies and V is a vetor boson. The�nal state Higgs is radiated via fusion of the intermediate V �V pair. In (), assoiatedprodution ours when two quarks, q0 and �q, fuse to form an o�-shell W . The �nalstate is ahieved by Higgsstrahlung radiation. At a lepton ollider the initial state q0,�q an be replaed by an e+e� pair and an intermediate Z�. The �nal state Higgs isprodued in assoiation with an on-shell Z.Standard Model Higgs. In a two Higgs doublet model these ouplings are shared betweenthe two neutral salars, leading to suppression by a numerial fator.y Analogousinterations for the W� are obtained by the substitutions ZaZa ! 2W+a W�a andMZ !MW .A summary of the methods for Higgs prodution at a hadron ollider an be foundin the reent book by Kilian [36℄. (See also Ref. [37℄.) The dominant mode of Higgsprodution at the LHC is expeted to be gluon{gluon fusion, gg! h, shown in Fig. 2(a).Owing to the large top mass, gluon{gluon fusion is more signi�ant than any other singleprodution hannel for a wide range of Higgs masses. Its inuene dereases as the Higgsbeomes heavier; for a very heavy Higgs it may be subdominant to weak boson fusion,desribed below. Unfortunately, the deay produts from this proess may be verydiÆult to distinguish from the ubiquitous QCD bakground.Unwanted bakgrounds are smaller, or more easily removed, in other hannels.Among the most signi�ant of these is `weak boson fusion,' V �V ! h, shown in Fig. 2(b),where V is any of the vetor bosons W�; Z. This proess is generally sub-dominant;for a relatively light Higgs, weak boson fusion ould ontribute � 20% of the leadinggluon fusion ross setion. The preursor bosons originate within spetator quarks, asshown in Fig. 2(b) and disussed in more detail in x3.2 below. Following a boson fusionevent, the spetator quarks are disrupted and initiate transverse hadroni jets. Hadroniativity is weak in the entral rapidity region.y In a supersymmetri Standard Model this fator is sin(� � �), where � parametrizes the ratio ofHiggs vauum expetation values, tan� � v2=v1, and � is an angle whih ours when diagonalizingthe Higgs mass matrix. See, eg., Ref. [20℄. In a simple MSSM, sin(� � �) may be near unity.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 9These properties allow aurate triggering. If the Higgs is suÆiently heavy to deayinto vetor bosons, then the leanest signal omes from h ! ZZ. For an intermediatemass, with MH < 2MW , it may be neessary to observe the Higgs in its purely leptonior photoni �nal states. If the neessary mass resolution an be ahieved, the Higgsouplings ould be measured rather preisely, perhaps within 5{20%, making O(1)departures from the Standard Model predition within the disovery reah of the LHC.Another interesting mehanism is `assoiated prodution,' shown in Fig. 2(),in whih two quarks fuse to form a W resonane that subsequently deays via\Higgsstrahlung" into an on-shellW and a Higgs, q0�q ! W � ! Wh. Leptoni deays oftheW provide a trigger, allowing this mode to be disriminated from the bakground. Ifthe Higgs is not suÆiently heavy to deay into a top quark then its primary deays willbe to b�b pairs. This would allow bakgrounds to be redued further, using vertex-taggingfor the bs.Assoiated prodution with Zs may our, although the ross-setion is smaller.If the Z deays leptonially to eletrons or muons then Higgs events an be identi�edleanly, using the invariant mass of the lepton pair to tag the outgoing Z. The eventrate for Z deay into neutrinos is substantially larger, but su�ers from a signi�antbakground from QCD and other events. These bakgrounds an be largely subtratedby triggering on outgoing hadroni jets, formed from deay of the Higgs, and demandinga large (& MZ) missing mass. At an e+e� ollider suh as LEP, assoiated produtionwith a Z is known as the Bjorken proess, e+e� ! Z� ! Zh.Weak boson fusion and assoiated prodution rely on ouplings of the Higgs to twovetor bosons. These verties are present in the Standard Model and in many theoriesof beyond-the-Standard-Model physis, although in ertain ases they an be tuned tobe absent. In this paper, we study the possibility that orretions due to dark energyan hange the relationship of these verties to the other measurable parameters of theLagrangian. Our analysis applies for a large lass of models in whih these two-bosonouplings are represented by Eq. (12) and its generalization toW+W� interations. Weignore gluon{gluon fusion. Gluon fusion may reeive orretions from interating darkenergy, but a quantitative understanding depends on presently inalulable details ofthe strong interation. We defer this investigation to future work.3.2. The e�etive W approximation.The proesses of weak boson fusion and assoiated prodution an be studied usingonventional perturbation theory, but alternative methods exist. An espeially usefultool is the e�etive W approximation (see, eg., Ref. [36℄). For weak boson fusion,this means that the vetor boson preursors are taken to be on-shell partons withinolliding hadrons. In the parton piture, a hadron onsists of three valene quarkswhih are surrounded by a sea of virtual partiles. A probe whih samples this sea atsuÆiently high resolution has a hane to resolve the virtual quanta, rather than valenequarks. Sine quarks partiipate in the eletroweak interation, Z and W� bosons will



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 10be found within the virtual sea. Its preise omposition an be determined by solving asystem of DGLAP-like equations, whih an be thought of as an approximate Boltzmannhierarhy [38℄. In this piture, alulations involving hadron ollisions with vetor bosonintermediate states simplify onsiderably. In the remainder of this paper we will workwithin the parton piture and the e�etive W approximation.The key omponent of a parton desription is the `parton distribution funtion',fp=Vi(x), whih denotes the probability density to �nd a vetor boson, of speies Vi,within a proton p, arrying momentum fration between x and x + dx of its parent.These distribution funtions an be alulated using the onventional Feynman rules toobtain the distribution of vetor bosons within a quark, fq=Vi(x), and onvolving thesewith the measured distribution of sea quarks within a proton [39, 37℄. The outome ofthis proedure is the probability density near momentum x, Fi(x), for a vetor boson ofspeies i within a proton.The utility of this desription is that a omplex ross-setion an be fatorized intoa sequene of simpler subproesses [40, 41℄. (For a disussion of fatorization generally,see, for example, Ref. [42℄.) For example, dropping the ontribution from Z bosons, thee�etive ross-setion for weak boson fusion an be written [37, 36℄�e� = Z dx1x1 dx2x2 X�2�;L�(W+� W�� ! h)x1x2sFW+� (x1)FW�� (x2); (13)where �; L are the transverse and longitudinal polarization modes, and s is the entreof momentum energy of the ollision. It is ruial that Eq. (13) depends on the on-shellrate �(W+W� ! h), taken to our at entre of momentum energy x1x2s. In whatfollows, we will onentrate on modi�ations to this quantity.The e�etive W approximation is widely used and its auray has been arefullytested. In general, its preditions agree with those of exat parton-model alulationswithin a fator of roughly two. Sine our intention is only to diagnose the possibleappearane of large modi�ations to the rate of Higgs prodution, we believe thisapproximation to be aeptable.3.3. New physis and the W+W�h, ZZh vertiesThe rate �(V �V ! h) depends on the amplitude of a Green's funtion desribing e�etiveZZH and WWH verties. This Green's funtion aptures the appearane of newphysis in Eq. (13). In many theories of physis beyond the Standard Model, theform of the ubi and quarti verties in Eq. (12) are unmodi�ed. In these theories,orretions to the self-energy diagrams of Z, W�,  and H partiles disrupt tree-levelrelationships between the partile masses fMZ ;MW ;MHg, the �ne struture onstant �,and the Fermi onstantGF . This disruption an be summarized using oblique parametersintrodued by Peskin & Takeuhi [43, 44℄ and re�ned by Maksymyk, London & Burgess[45, 46℄. In our model there are both oblique and non-oblique orretions. To summarizeour results we use the oblique notation of Refs. [45, 46℄ and note di�erenes expliitlywhere they our.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 11Consider the Green's funtion desribing an e�etive ZZh vertex, from whih theWWh result an be derived after trivial modi�ations. The S-matrix element mustdepend on ������ ZZ h ������2 /M4ZGF � wavefuntion renormalizations; (14)where the wavefuntion renormalizations arise on transition to the S-matrix. We work inunitarity gauge, where the Goldstone modes assoiated with the SU(2) Higgs doublet areabsorbed as longitudinal polarizations of Z andW�. Aounting for oblique orretions,the Z propagator ishZa(k1)Zb(k2)i = �i(2�)4Æ(k1 + k2)��ab + kakbM2Z ��0(k2); (15)where �0(k2) takes the form�0(k2)�1 � k2 +M2Z � �ZZ(k2): (16)In Eqs. (15), k stands for either k1 or k2. The quantity �ZZ is de�ned as follows.We hoose i�abZZ(k2) to be the sum of all one-partile-irreduible graphs onneting aningoing and an outgoing Z. In vauum this has a unique tensorial deomposition,�abZZ(k2) � �ab�(0)ZZ(k2) + kakb�(2)ZZ(k2): (17)We neglet the term involving �(2)ZZ and an therefore drop supersript `0's withoutambiguity, so that �(0)ZZ ! �ZZ. It is this quantity whih appears in Eq. (16). Ifthe mass of external fermions is at most � Mf , this neglet is equivalent to droppingpowers of Mf=MZ. It is likely to be a good approximation provided the Higgs is not tooheavy: for a Higgs lighter than the top mass, Mt ' 173 GeV, deay into a top quark iskinematially forbidden. Therefore, Mf=M is at most of order 10�1 to 10�2.Inluding oblique orretions, the Z mass beomesM2Z = ~M2Z �1� �ZZ(�M2Z)M2Z � : (18)A similar formula an be written for the W propagator, making the replaementsMZ ! MW and �ZZ ! �WW . Quantities with a tilde, suh as ~MZ and ~GF , referto the value of these parameters in the absene of oblique orretions. With the sameonventions, the Fermi onstant satis�esGF = ~GF �1 + �WW (0)M2W � : (19)GF parametrizes the strength of the weak fore near zero momentum transfer. Allowingfor these shifts, the deay rate �(ZZ ! h) is related to the pure Standard Model rateby the rule�(ZZ ! h)~�(ZZ ! h) = 1 + 2�ZZ(�M2Z)M2Z � �WW (0)M2W + 2�0ZZ(�M2Z) + �0HH(�M2H)= 1 + �(2V +R): (20)



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 12For W bosons the deay rate is�(WW ! h)~�(WW ! h) = 1 + 2�WW (�M2W )M2W � �WW (0)M2W + 2�0WW (�M2W ) + �0HH(�M2H)= 1 + �(2W +R); (21)where, as above, � � 1=137 is the �ne struture onstant. Eqs. (20) and (21) have beenwritten in terms of the onventional oblique quantities V and W , whih are de�ned tosatisfy [45℄ �V � ddk2 �ZZ(k2)��k2=�M2Z � �ZZ(0)� �ZZ(�M2Z)M2Z ; (22)�W � ddk2 �WW (k2)��k2=�M2W � �WW (0)� �WW (�M2W )M2W : (23)In addition, we have introdued a new quantity R whih is a measure of the Higgs'wavefuntion renormalization,�R � ddk2 �HH(k2)��k2=�M2H + �ZZ(0)M2Z : (24)If the dark energy oupling sale is greater than the typial sale of eletroweak proesses,MEW � 1TeV, we expet V and W to be negligible [16℄. The impat of new physis istherefore ontained entirely in R.4. Corretions from a dark energy salarEqs. (20){(21) determine the sensitivity of weak boson fusion and Higgsstrahlung to newphysis. This sensitivity is measured by the Higgs oblique parameter, R. In this setionwe make a quantitative estimate of its magnitude. To do so, we must be preise aboutthe orretions �ZZ and �WW whih modify the Standard Model predition. In x4.1 wedetermine these quantities in a low energy hameleon-type model oupled to the gaugebosons. We alulate oblique orretions to the prodution rate, and show that they aresensitive to the high energy ompletion of the theory. In x4.2 we ompute non-obliqueorretions generated by integrating out heavy fermions. These are desribed by a newquarti oupling between the Higgs �eld and the gauge bosons, and are important toorretly interpret the sensitivity of Higgs prodution to high energy behaviour.4.1. Oblique orretions in the low-energy theoryA dark energy �eld indues both straight and oblique orretions to the vauumpolarizations of the Higgs and gauge bosons. In Ref. [16℄ it was argued that thestraight orretions e�etively divide into proesses involving \hameleonstrahlung,"where dark energy partiles are produed but esape the detetor, and a olletion of\bridges," \daisies" and \rainbows" whih dress the bare proesses of the StandardModel. At leading order, these dressings are momentum independent. On the otherhand, hameleonstrahlung was shown to give onstraints roughly omparable to thosearising from oblique orretions.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 13After eletroweak symmetry breaking, we an parameterize the interations ofEq. (7) by adopting an e�etive Z boson Lagrangian of the form employed in Ref. [16℄,S = �14 Z d4x �B(��)(�aZb � �bZa)(�aZb � �bZa) + 2BH(�H�)M2ZZaZa	 : (25)The funtions B and BH should satisfy B(0) = BH(0) = 1, but depend on thedetails of ultra-violet physis. More preisely, they are derived from Eq. (7) and similarhigher-order diagrams involving more powers of Æ�. Likewise, the ouplings � and �H areinherited from whatever heavy partiles are integrated out to generate this interation.Working with a sharp momentum uto�, the Z vauum polarization was determined inRef. [16℄ and found to be�ZZ(k2) = �28�2 �B02�B Z 10 dx �2k2 + 2M2Z4 ��2 � �22 �2�2 + �2Z � �2Z ln�1 + �2�2Z��+ (xk2 + M2Z)2 ��12 �2�2 + �2Z + 12 ln�1 + �2�2Z��� 
2 (k2 + �M2Z) ��22 � M2�2 ln�1 + �2M2����; (26)where 
 satis�es
 � �B00 �B�B02 (27)and �B � B(� ��). The parameters � and  are de�ned by� = B00HB00 �2H�2 (28) = B0HB0 �H� : (29)Also, �2Z represents�2Z � x(1� x)k2 + (1� x)M2Z + xM2�; (30)where M� is the mass of the dark energy utuation Æ�. Near k2 � 0, �ZZ(k2) has theapproximate form�ZZ(k2) � �2H�232�2 �B02H�B �12 � �B00H �B�B02H �+O ��2HM2EW� : (31)We must determine the vauum polarization of the Higgs. As above, we assumethis to follow from a onformal oupling to �. In the Standard Model, this would givethe ouplingS � �12 Z d4xnBH(�H�)j(�a + i ~Aa � ~t� iBay)Hj2 � CH(�H�)�2HyH +O�[HyH℄2�o ; (32)where ~A and B are the gauge �elds of the unbroken SU(2) and U(1)Y symmetries,respetively; ~t are a set of appropriately normalized generators of SU(2); and y is thegenerator of U(1). H is an SU(2) Higgs doublet, and � is a standard parameter of thequarti Higgs potential, related to the Higgs mass by the rule M2H = 2�2. In many



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 14Æ�H H(a) Æ�H H(b)Figure 3. Proesses ontributing to the self-energy of the Higgs boson. An initialHiggs boson state, represented by a dashed line, radiates into salar quanta �(represented by a solid line) whih are eventually re-absorbed to yield a �nal stateharaterized by the same quantum numbers and momentum as the initial state.models the phenomenologial ouplings B, BH and CH will be losely related, but forthe present we leave them arbitrary. If no relationship exists between the ouplings,we �nd that unitarity is not respeted at tree level in two-body sattering of gaugebosons [47, 48, 49, 50℄ at energy sales above [GF jB(� ��) � BH(�H ��)℄�1=2.y In modelsontaining more than one Higgs doublet we assume that Eq. (32) ontinues to give agood approximation to the ouplings of the lightest neutral Higgs.The Higgs vauum polarization �HH(k2) an be omputed. The one-loopontributions are shown in Fig. 3, and depend on the following verties:
k2k1 k3 ! �H2 n �B0H(k2 � k3)� �C 0HM2Ho; (33)
k2k1 k4k3 ! �2H4 n �B00H(k2 � k3)� �C 00HM2Ho; (34)The diagram in Fig. 3(a) orresponds to a vauum polarization�HH(k2) = �2H8�2 Z 10 dx Z �0 �3 d�(�2 + �2H)2� � �B02H �k2�24 + x2k4�+ �C 0HM2H( �C 0HM2H + 2 �B0Hk2x)� ; (35)where x is a Feynman parameter and we have rotated to Eulidean signature. In analogywith Eq. (30), �H is de�ned so that�2H = x(1� x)k2 + (1� x)M2H + xM2�: (36)The diagram in Fig. 3(b) ontributes�HH(k2) = � �2H16�2 Z �0 �3 d��2 +M2� ( �B00Hk2 + �C 00HM2H): (37)y Additional violations of perturbative unitarity near the hameleon sale ��1 may arise from newdark energy exhange diagrams in two-body sattering.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 15Carrying out the � integrals, we �nd�HH(k2) = �2H8�2 1�BH Z 10 dx � �B02Hk24 ��2 � �22 �2�2 + �2H � �2H ln�1 + �2�2H��+ nB02Hx2k4 +M2H �C 0H(2 �B0Hxk2 +M2H �C 0H)o��12 �2�2 + �2H + 12 ln�1 + �2�2H��� �BH2 ( �B00Hk2 +M2H �C 00H) ��22 � M2�2 ln�1 + �2M2����: (38)From Eqs. (26) and (38) it is possible to ompute R, the parameter whih summarizesthe oblique dependene of the rates �(ZZ ! h) and �(W+W� ! h). We �nd�R = �2H�232�2 �B02H�B �12 �1 + �B�BH�� 2 �B00H �B�B02H �+ �nite terms of order O (�2HM2EW): (39)At leading order in the divergene, it is independent of CH . We note, however, thata dependene on CH persists among those terms whih are �nite in the limit � ! 1.These �nite terms are of order �2HM2EW and an be negleted when �H � (1 TeV)�1. Weonlude that the oblique orretion is very small, unless the divergent part of Eq. (39)an ontribute a signi�ant e�et.What is the meaning of the divergent term in Eq. (39)? One must be warywhen reasoning with power-law divergenes, beause they an be asribed no invariantsigni�ane. For example, they are absent in dimensional regularization. In Ref. [16℄it was found that similar divergenes ould be absorbed in renormalizations of GF andthe vetor boson masses, MZ and MW . The divergene in Eq. (39) annot be absorbedin this way. It expresses a sensitivity to whatever physis ompletes the low-energytheory ontaining the Standard Model and the e�etive interation, Eq. (7). The samedivergene arises in all models with this low-energy limit, irrespetive of what physistakes plae at high energy. To �x its value with on�dene, we must know the detailsof the high energy ompletion. In the next setion we ompute its value for a modelin whih the low energy theory is obtained by integrating out heavy fermions withSUSY-like ouplings.4.2. Higgs ouplings from heavy harged partilesIn the low energy e�etive theory, Eq. (7) will be aompanied by other interationswhih annot be negleted. These will lead to non-oblique orretions to Higgsprodution. The most important is a new ontat interation between gauge bosonsand the Higgs �eld.Gauge invariane onstrains whih operators an appear in the low-energy theory.In the minimal senario we are onsidering, the Higgs �eld is in the fundamental2 representation of SU(2). By onstrution, a �eld strength term suh as F abFabtransforms in the adjoint representation. Therefore the lowest order non-trivialinteration with the Higgs must involve HyH, makingHyH Tr(F abFab) a gauge invariantdimension-six operator.
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Aa(q)Ab(p) H(r)H(s) kk + q k + q + rk + q + r + s

Aa(q)Ab(p) H(r)H(s)k + qkk + q + r + s
Aa(q)Ab(p) H(r)H(s) kk + q

k + q + r + s
Aa(q)Ab(p) H(r)H(s)Figure 4. Leading interations between the Higgs �eld and eletroweak gauge bosons.The interations are mediated by two speies of hargino, � (straight doubled lines)and �0 (wiggly doubled lines), of masses M and M 0, respetively.If this operator is present in the low-energy e�etive theory, it will modify ourexpetation for Higgs prodution. Aordingly, we must evaluate its oeÆient. Thepredition is model-dependent. Consider a minimal senario, where the heavy hargedpartiles are fermions whih have verties with the lightest neutral Higgs of the formh �j�i ! ig �CijL + C�jiR� ; (40)where i and j label di�erent speies of fermion and the strength of the oupling isparametrized by g. The operator L � (1 + 5)=2 projets onto the left-hirality half ofa Dira spinor, and R � (1� 5)=2 is its onjugate. The Cij should be hosen real andsymmetri if CP violation is to be avoided.In a supersymmetri Standard Model, the �i will be harginos and neutralinos.These have ouplings to the lightest neutral Higgs of the form (40), with Cij determinedby the various fators whih diagonalize the hargino and neutralino mass matries.Expliit expressions an be found in xA.7 of Ref. [37℄. In this ase, the harginoand neutralino loops would be aompanied by heavy slepton loops whih we do notalulate. There is no reason to expet the slepton ontribution to be larger than theneutralino or hargino terms, so we antiipate that the fermion ontribution alone isrepresentative.Eq. (40) gives rise to e�etive operators depited in Fig. 4. We denote afermion of speies i by a straight doubled line, and speies j by a wiggly doubledline. These diagrams must be summed over all i and j. The orrelation funtion



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 17hAa(q)Ab(p)h(r)h(s)i satis�eshAa(q)Ab(p)h(r)h(s)i = (2�)4Æ(p+ q + r + s)e2g2h(r)h(s)Aa(q)Ab(p) Z d4k(2�)4� trXij �a �i(=k + =q) +Mi(k + q)2 +M2i � i�(CijL + C�jiR) �i(=k + =q + =r) +Mj(k + q + r)2 +M2j � i�� (CjiL + C�ijR) �i(=k + =q + =r + =s) +Mi(k + q + r + s)2 +M2i � i�b �i=k +Mik2 +M2i � i��+ � p$ qa$ b � + (r $ s); (41)where Mi is the mass of speies i and the symmetrizations are nested, so that r $ s isarried out after the simultaneous exhanges p$ q and a$ b. As above, the k integralis divergent and potentially dependent on the labeling of momenta inside the loop, butone the integral has been regularized it an be heked that this dependene vanishes.After a tedious alulation, we �nd that Eq. (41) an be reprodued using thefollowing e�etive Lagrangian,Le� �Xij g23!(4�)2 218M2i (1� x2ij)5ne2�1(xij)HyH TrF abFab + �2(xij)jD2Hj2+ �3(xij)(DaDbH)y(DaDbH)o (42)where xij � Mj=Mi and the funtions f�1; �2; �3g satisfy�1(xij) � �ij �8� 49x2ij + 99x4ij � 71x6ij + 13x8ij � 12x4ij(3� 7x2ij + 2x4ij) lnxij�� 2xij�ij �4� 6x2ij � 9x4ij + 14x6ij � 3x8ij + 6x2ij(3� 6x2ij + x4ij) lnxij� ; (43)�2(xij) � 2�ij �7� 47x2ij + 63x4ij � 25x6ij + 2x8ij � 12x4ij(6� 5x2ij + x4ij) lnxij�� 4xij�ij �2 + 9x2ij � 18x4ij + 7x6ij + 6x2ij(3� x4ij) lnxij� ; (44)�3(xij) � �2�ij �4� 23x2ij + 63x4ij � 49x6ij + 5x8ij + 12x6ij(5� x2ij) lnxij�+ 2xij�ij �1� 9x2ij � 9x4ij + 17x6ij � 12x4ij(3 + x2ij) lnxij� : (45)The quantities �ij and �ij are de�ned by�ij � CijC�ij + CjiC�ji (no sum on i or j) (46)�ij � CijCji + C�ijC�ji (no sum on i or j) (47)To exhibit its gauge invariane, Eq. (42) has been written in terms of a onventionallynormalized SU(2) doublet H, whih oinides with the �eld-spae orientation of thelightest neutral Higgs. It will be aompanied by higher derivative terms, representedby O(�4), whih have been negleted. There is also a term of the form h2AaAa, with a divergent onstant, whose role is to renormalize the harge e. We disard this termand take e to be the renormalized harge. At higher order in H, arbitrary powers ofHyH may be generated by diagrams similar to Fig. 5. This will lead to higher-dimensionoperators whih ouple polynomials of H and its derivatives to the gauge �eld, but atleading order we an restrit our attention to Eq. (42).
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Ab(p)Aa(q) H(r) H(s)H(t)H(u)Figure 5. Next-order interations between the Higgs �eld and eletroweak gaugebosons.To determine the orret order of magnitude for �, the uto� used in the alulationof the oblique orretions in x4.1, it is safest to math to whatever theory ontrolsphysis in the ultra-violet [51℄. In the present ase, this is summarized by Eq. (42).Using the e�etive interations in Eq. (42) it is possible to ompute the enhanementto Higgs prodution. As a reasonable approximation, we take the SU(2) doublet, H, todevelop a vauum expetation value of order the Standard Model sale, G�1=2F . We takeneutral exitations around this ondensate to be representative of the interation withthe lightest neutral Higgs. Choosing the gauge �eld to be the Abelian vetor assoiatedwith the Z, the resulting e�etive Lagrangian isLe� � e2g22592�2 Xij (p2GF )�1M2i (1� x2ij)5n[2�1(xij) + 2�3(xij)℄h(�aZa�aZb � �aZb�bZa)� [�2(xij) + �3(xij)℄�2hZaZa + �3(xij)hZb�2Zbo: (48)In the limit where the relative veloity of the olliding vetor bosons goes to zero,z andde�ning �̂m �Xij �m(xij)M2i (1� x2ij)5 ; (49)we �ndÆ�(ZZ ! h)�(ZZ ! h) = � e2g22592p3�2GF �2 n28�̂21 � 32�̂1�̂2 � 28�̂1�̂3 + 25�̂2�̂3 + 35�̂23o: (50)Despite appearanes Eq. (50) is dimensionless, beause eah �̂i has the same dimensionas GF , [mass℄�2. The magnitude of this orretion varies with the mass ratio, xij,approahing zero as xij ! 1 but asymptoting to an approximate onstant for large orsmall ratios. In a typial supersymmetri Standard Model the hargino and neutralinoz The alulation does not need to be restrited to this kinemati limit, but it leads to simpler �nalexpressions. Sine the vetor bosons are taken to be on-shell in the e�etive W approximation, theinvariant magnitude of any momenta will be of order � MW . This implies that although the resultmay be modi�ed by fators of O(1), it is unlikely that we ommit a gross error by speializing to thezero-veloity limit.



Higgs prodution as a probe of dark energy interations 19masses are undetermined, but provided there is not total mass degeneray we expetthat this threshold orretion generates a ontribution represented by a uto� of order� ' ��1H � e2g2M2GF : (51)This is typially a rather small number, leading to an essentially negligible enhanementin the Higgs prodution rate.5. ConlusionsIn this paper we have derived the low energy e�etive theory whih governs interationsbetween the gauge bosons of the eletroweak setor and a dark energy salar �eld.The dark energy is taken to have onformal ouplings to the matter speies of theStandard Model. It is possible that ouplings of this type allow so-alled \hameleon"behaviour, in whih the �eld dynamially adjusts its mass to be large in regions ofhigh average density, and small elsewhere. If suh theories exist then they would leadto an unambiguous predition of light dark energy quanta interating in the beampipe of any partile aelerator. Our low energy theory applies stritly in any modelontaining heavy harged fermions, but a very similar e�etive Lagrangian would applyfor a model ontaining heavy harged partiles of any spin. As a spei� example,any supersymmetri Standard Model must ontain harginos and neutralinos. Thesearry the quantum numbers of the SU(2)�U(1) gauge group and have masses of orderthe supersymmetry-breaking sale. However, our alulation is not restrited to thesupersymmetri ase.Using this low energy theory we have omputed the oblique orretions to theHiggs, Z and W� propagators at energies below the mass, M , of the heavy hargedfermions. Suh orretions modify the rates �(ZZ ! h) and �(W+W� ! h), whereh is the lightest neutral Higgs, and in priniple ould hange the rate of prodution ofthis partile at a hadron ollider. In pratie we �nd these orretions to be of order�2HM2EW, making them negligible in the experimentally-allowed region �H � TeV�1.Other ontributions exist, generated by proesses taking plae at high energy,whih are integrated out of the low-energy desription. We determine these \thresholdorretions" by integrating out heavy fermion loops whih mediate interations betweenthe lightest neutral Higgs and the gauge bosons. It orresponds to the use of a uto�in the oblique alulation, of order � � ��1H e2g2=M2G2F , and therefore leads to at mostsmall e�ets. When M is muh larger than the Standard Model sale G�1=2F it is entirelynegligible.In an unonstrained theory, we might antiipate a uto� of order � � ��1H , beauseat this sale the e�etive dark energy theory beomes invalid. If this were true, it wouldbe possible to ontemplate orretions to the Higgs prodution rate of O(1) or larger,whih would lie within the disovery reah of the LHC. Unfortunately, the orretionsare muh smaller. Large terms ould only arise from the relevant operator HZaZa,but its appearane is forbidden by gauge invariane above the sale of eletroweak
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